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INtroductIoN
Over recent years, as construction techniques 
have developed and Construction Companies have 
increasingly focused on construction materials, there 
have been unprecedented developments in pumped 
concrete. The dimensions and characteristics of 
aggregates, new additives, and pumping conditions are 
only a few factors to take into consideration whenever 
concrete is poured.

Thanks to its years of experience in the field, Valme 
can proudly claim to be one of the top exponents in 
designing and building pipes for concrete. 
From our observations and systematic analyses of 
a large number of worn pipes, we have come to an 
important conclusion: replacing only the worn-out 
portions of a piping system creates a lack of uniformity 
and continuity that the concrete wears down in just a 

few days, thus accelerating the wear and tear on the 
new piece just installed. To avoid this problem, our 
pipes have been designed according to what we call 
the Valme philosophy: “The right material in the right 
place”; the goal is thus to ensure that the entire pipe 
system undergoes less and more uniform wear and 
tear, so that the whole line can be replaced only when 
necessary. The efforts of Valme’s R&D department 
have thus concentrated on both studying new wear-
resistant alloys and on refining thermal treatment 
processes, with the main goal of strongly reduce early 
deterioration of the portions of pipes subject to the 
most wear.

Different alloys were selected, with the goal of achieving 
different performance depending on the portion of pipe 
designed: chrome carbides are more resistant to wear 
and tear due to friction, manganese and chrome alloys 
are more resistant to frontal shock, while tempered 
steel is perfect for straight pipes. 

tHE VALME PHILoSoPHY
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VALME - Italy - Rogolo [So]

Area: 20.300 m2

n 5.000 m2 indoor areas
n 15.000 m2 outside areas
n 300 m2 offices

Employees: 23

To meet the needs of our customers, we can offer four 
types of pipes: normal (hardness 30 HRB), tempered 
(hardness 50 HRC), double-layer LL (Long Life, hardness 
65 HRC) and reinforced double-layer LLH (Long Life Hard, 
hardness 67 HRC).
Pipes that exceed a hardness of 50 HRC are very resistant to 
wear, but are also fragile and thus not very shock-resistant, 
so for this reason they are covered with an untempered 
tube that provides the protection of a tempered pipe. The 
result is double-layer Long Life pipes.
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THE RIgHT pIpE In THE RIgHT pLAcE
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Real values could differ in a sensible way 
from values shown due to concrete mix 
characteristics and due to equipment use 
on jobsite. Percentage are subject to modi-
fications without notice.

* Activity not appliable to Long Life S Series 
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Cost statistiCs
Through an ongoing collaboration with our customers, 
our data on pipe wear and tear and maintenance costs 
is constantly monitored.
Using this information, we have prepared a cost table in 
€/m3 pumped with concrete of average aggressiveness, 

for normal, tempered and double thickness pipes 
mounted on a cement truck with a 28 m boom and 
pipes with a 4” internal diameter.
The cost of replacing a pipe was valued at e500 (labor), 
while the cost of restorative coating was valued at e150.

By standardizing the results, it immediately becomes 
clear that standard 30 HRB pipes, which at first seem 
less expensive, are actually more costly in the long run. 

Often the buyer does not understand the patterns of 
concrete erosion on pipes and the costs of replacement. 

(*) standardized for 50.000 m3, the average pumped in a LL 65HRC pipe.

normal pipe

 Average m3 pumped e/m3 cost of replacements Standardized cost (*)  €/m3  
   
   4 replacement 
 11.000 0,21 (assembly and coating) 0,26
   costs 2.600 e

Tempered pipe

 Average m3 pumped e/m3 cost of replacements Standardized cost (*)  €/m3 
    
    2 replacement 
 23.000 0,13 (assembly and coating)  0,16
   costs a 1.300 e

LongLife pipe

 Average m3 pumped e/m3 cost of replacements Standardized cost (*)  €/m3 
    
 50.000 0,11 None 0,11

Given values are referred to high wear concrete mix. Real values could differ in a sensible way from values shown due to concrete mix characteristics and 
due to equipment use on jobsite. Values are subject to modifications without notice.
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PuMPING 
uNIt
ExIt bENd
fIrSt bENd
rEductIoN
bENd AftEr rEductIoN

 Average m3 pumped e/m3 cost of replacements Standardized cost (*)  €/m3  
   
   4 replacement 
 11.000 0,21 (assembly and coating) 0,26
   costs 2.600 e

 Average m3 pumped e/m3 cost of replacements Standardized cost (*)  €/m3 
    
    2 replacement 
 23.000 0,13 (assembly and coating)  0,16
   costs a 1.300 e

 Average m3 pumped e/m3 cost of replacements Standardized cost (*)  €/m3 
    
 50.000 0,11 None 0,11

1 2 3



puMpIng unIT

EXIT BEND

LOnGLiFe n SeRieS

LOnGLiFe HARD

STAnDARD

NOMINal DIaMETER DN175/DN150

PRESSURE 130 bar

BODY thickness: 22 mm

COllaRS steel S355

NOMINal DIaMETER DN175/DN150

PRESSURE 130 bar

BODY thickness: 22 mm

COllaRS chrome carbide insert

NOMINal DIaMETER DN175/DN150

PRESSURE  130 bar

INNER laYER chrome carbide, thickness: 12 mm

OUTER laYER steel, thickness: 5 mm

COllaRS chrome carbide insert

10

1

Manganese casting, specific thickness.

Mn-Cr casting, specific thickness.

Chrome carbide casting, specific thickness.

SUGGESTED BY ValME

SUGGESTED BY ValME

Ideal for medium wear concrete.

Ideal for low wear concrete.

Ideal for high wear concrete.
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fIRST BEND

LOnGLiFe n SeRieS

LOnGLiFe HARD

STAnDARD

NOMINal DIaMETER DN150

PRESSURE 130 bar

BODY thickness: 18 mm

COllaRS steel S355

NOMINal DIaMETER DN175/DN150

PRESSURE  130 bar

INNER laYER chrome carbide, thickness: 10mm

OUTER laYER steel, thickness: 5 mm

COllaRS chrome carbide insert

NOMINal DIaMETER DN150

PRESSURE 130 bar

BODY thickness: 18 mm

COllaRS chrome carbide insert
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1

Manganese casting, specific thickness.

Chrome carbide casting, specific thickness.

Mn-Cr casting, specific thickness.

SUGGESTED BY ValME

SUGGESTED BY ValME

Ideal for medium wear concrete.

Ideal for low wear concrete.

Ideal for high wear concrete.



Ideal for high wear concrete.

Ideal for high wear concrete.

REDUCTION

Single thickness, tempered.

NOMINal DIaMETER DN100/DN125

PRESSURE 85 bar/130 bar

PIPE thickness: 7mm

COllaRS S355

aVaIlaBlE lENGhTS 500-3000 mm

STAnDARD

NOMINal DIaMETER DN100/DN112/DN125

PRESSURE 85 bar/130 bar

PIPE thickness: 7 mm

COllaRS increased, with 63 hRC tempered collars

aVaIlaBlE lENGhTS 500-3000 mm

TemPeReD

Double specific thickness, inner cone in Chrome carbide cast.

NOMINal DIaMETER DN100/DN112/DN125

PRESSURE 85 bar/130 bar

INNER laYER thickness: 7 mm hardness: 64 hRC

OUTER laYER thickness: 4 mm

COllaRS increased, with chrome carbide bushing

aVaIlaBlE lENGhTS 500-3000 mm

Double thickness,inner cone tempered.LOnGLiFe n SeRieS

NOMINal DIaMETER DN100/DN112/DN125

PRESSURE 85 bar/130 bar

INNER laYER specific thickness: 7-10 mm

OUTER laYER thickness: 4 mm

COllaRS increased, with chrome carbide bushing

aVaIlaBlE lENGhTS 500-3000 mm

LOnGLiFe HARD

puMpIng unIT2
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Ideal for low wear concrete.

Ideal for medium wear concrete.

SUGGESTED BY ValME

SUGGESTED BY ValME
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BEND afTER REDUCTION

NOMINal DIaMETER DN75/DN100/DN125

PRESSURE 85 bar

BODY thickness: 13 mm

COllaRS collars obtained from casting

RaDIUS - DEGREES radius: 130/190/240/315 degrees: 10°- 90°

NOMINal DIaMETER DN100/DN125

PRESSURE 85 bar

BODY thickness: 13 mm

COllaRS collars obtained from casting

RaDIUS - DEGREES radius: 130/190/240/315 degrees: 10°- 90°

TemPeReD TmP

STAnDARD

NOMINal DIaMETER DN100/DN125

PRESSURE 85 bar

BODY thickness: 13 mm

COllaRS with chrome carbide bushing

RaDIUS - DEGREES radius: 130/190/240/315 degrees: 10°- 90°

NOMINal DIaMETER DN100/DN125

PRESSURE 85 bar

INNER laYER carburi di cromo spessore: 10 mm

OUTER laYER  steel, thickness: 2,5 mm

COllaRS with chrome carbide bushing

RaDIUS - DEGREES radius: 130/190/240/315 degrees: 10°- 90°

LOnGLiFe HARD

LOnGLiFe n SeRieS

Manganese casting, specific thickness.

Mn-Cr casting, specific thickness, tempered collars.

Mn-Cr casting, specific thickness.

Chrome carbide cast, specific thickness.

puMpIng unIT3
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SUGGESTED BY ValME

SUGGESTED BY ValME
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Ideal for high wear concrete.

SUGGESTED BY ValME

Ideal for medium wear concrete.

STRaIGhT PIPES

NOMINal DIaMETER DN125/DN150

PIPE thickness: 7mm S355

COllaRS S355

aVaIlaBlE lENGhTS 100÷6000 mm

NOMINal DIaMETER DN100/DN112/DN125

PRESSURE 85 bar

PIPE thickness: 7 mm hardness: 54 hRC

COllaRS with 63 hRC tempered collars

aVaIlaBlE lENGhTS 100÷6000 mm

NOMINal DIaMETER DN100/DN112/DN125

PRESSURE  85 bar

INNER laYER thickness: 5,6 mm hardness: 67 hRC

OUTER laYER thickness: 2,7 mm

COllaRS with extended chrome carbide bushing

aVaIlaBlE lENGhTS 100÷6000 mm 

STAnDARD

LOnGLiFe HARD

TemPeReD

LOnGLiFe n SeRieS
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dEck & TuRRET   4

Ideal for low wear concrete.

Ideal for high wear concrete.

SUGGESTED BY ValME

NOMINal DIaMETER DN100/DN112/DN125

PRESSURE  85 bar

INNER laYER thickness: 2,5 mm hardness: 64 hRC

OUTER laYER thickness: 2 mm

COllaRS with chrome carbide bushing

aVaIlaBlE lENGhTS 100÷6000 mm



Ideal for high wear concrete.

TURRET BENDS

NOMINal DIaMETER DN100/DN125

PRESSURE 85 bar

BODY thickness: 13 mm

COllaRS with crome carbide bushing

RaDIUS - DEGREES radius: 130/190/240 degrees: 10°- 90°

LOnGLiFe n SeRieS

NOMINal DIaMETER DN75/DN100/DN125

PRESSURE 85 bar

BODY thickness: 13 mm

COllaRS collars obtained from casting

RaDIUS - DEGREES radius: 130/190/240 degrees: 10°- 90°

STAnDARD

NOMINal DIaMETER DN100/DN125

PRESSURE 85 bar

BODY thickness: 13 mm

COllaRS collars obtained from casting

RaDIUS - DEGREES radius: 130/190/240 degrees: 10°- 90°

TemPeReD TmP

NOMINal DIaMETER DN100/DN125

PRESSURE 85 bar

INNER laYER thickness: 10 mm

OUTER laYER thickness: 2,5 mm

COllaRS with crome carbide bushing

RaDIUS - DEGREES radius: 130/190/240 degrees: 10°- 90°

LOnGLiFe HARD

Mn-Cr casting, specific thickness.

Manganese casting, specific thickness.

Mn-Cr casting, specific thickness, tempered collars.

Chrome carbide cast, specific thickness.
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dEck & TuRRET   5

Ideal for high wear concrete.

Ideal for low wear concrete.

Ideal for medium wear concrete.

SUGGESTED BY ValME

SUGGESTED BY ValME
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Ideal for high wear concrete.

EXIT BEND ON TURRET

NOMINal DIaMETER DN100/DN125

PRESSURE 85 bar

BODY thickness: 13 mm

COllaRS with 63 hRC tempered collars

RaDIUS - DEGREES radius: 130/190/240 degrees: 90°

NOMINal DIaMETER DN100/DN125

PRESSURE 85 bar

BODY thickness: 13 mm

COllaRS with crome carbide bushing

RaDIUS - DEGREES radius: 130/190/240 degrees: 90°

NOMINal DIaMETER DN100/DN125

PRESSURE 85 bar

INNER laYER thickness: 10 mm

OUTER laYER thickness: 2,5 mm

COllaRS with crome carbide bushing

RaDIUS - DEGREES radius: 130/190/240 degrees: 90°

LOnGLiFe n SeRieS

STAnDARD

LOnGLiFe HARD

Mn-Cr casting, specific thickness, tempered collars.

Mn-Cr casting, specific thickness, tempered bushing 65 hRC in straight part.

Chrome carbide cast, specific thickness.
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dEck & TuRRET   5

Ideal for medium wear concrete.

SUGGESTED BY ValME

SUGGESTED BY ValME
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tHE booM
StrAIGHt PIPES oN booM
booM bENdS
offSEt PIPES
PourING bENd
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Ideal for high wear concrete.

STRaIGhT PIPES ON BOOM

NOMINal DIaMETER DN100/DN125

PRESSURE 85 bar

PIPE thickness: 4 mm

COllaRS S355

aVaIlaBlE lENGhTS 100÷6000 mm

NOMINal DIaMETER DN100/DN112/DN125

PRESSURE 85 bar

PIPE thickness: 4,5 mm hardness: 54 hRC

COllaRS with 63 hRC tempered bushing

aVaIlaBlE lENGhTS 100÷6000 mm

NOMINal DIaMETER DN100/DN112/DN125

PRESSURE  85 bar

INNER laYER thickness: 2,5 mm hardness: 64 hRC

OUTER laYER thickness: 2 mm

COllaRS with chrome carbide bushing

aVaIlaBlE lENGhTS 100÷6000 mm

NOMINal DIaMETER DN100/DN112/DN125

PRESSURE  85 bar

INNER laYER thickness: 2,5 mm hardness: 67 hRC

OUTER laYER thickness: 2 mm

COllaRS with extended chrome carbide bushing

aVaIlaBlE lENGhTS 100÷6000 mm

STAnDARD

TemPeReD

LOnGLiFe n SeRieS

LOnG LiFe S SeRieS high wear in the entrance. No-turnable pipe.
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THE booM6

Ideal for low wear concrete.

Ideal for medium wear concrete.

SUGGESTED BY ValME

SUGGESTED BY ValME



Ideal for high wear concrete.
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BOOM BENDS

NOMINal DIaMETER DN75/DN100/DN112/DN125

PRESSURE 85 bar

BODY thickness: 13 mm

COllaRS collars obtained from casting

RaDIUS - DEGREES radius: 130/190/240 degrees: 10°- 90°

NOMINal DIaMETER DN100/DN112/DN125

PRESSURE 85 bar

BODY thickness: 13 mm

COllaRS collars obtained from casting

RaDIUS - DEGREES radius: 130/190/240 degrees: 10°- 90°

NOMINal DIaMETER DN100/DN112/DN125

PRESSURE 85 bar

BODY thickness: 13 mm

COllaRS with crome carbide bushing

RaDIUS - DEGREES radius: 130/190/240 degrees: 10°- 90°

NOMINal DIaMETER DN100/DN125

PRESSURE 85 bar

INNER BEND thickness: 8 mm

OUTER laYER thickness: 2,5 mm

COllaRS with crome carbide bushing

RaDIUS - DEGREES radius: 130/190/240 degrees: 10°- 90°

STAnDARD

TemPRATO TmP

LOnG LiFe SeRie n

LOnGLiFe SeRie S

Manganese casting, specific thickness.

Casting mn-cr, specific thickness, collars tempered.

Casting mn-cr, specific thickness,collars carburi.

Double specific thickness, inner cone in chrome carbide cast.

THE booM7

Ideal for high wear concrete.

Ideal for low wear concrete.

Ideal for medium wear concrete.

SUGGESTED BY ValME

SUGGESTED BY ValME
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Ideal for high wear concrete.

Ideal for high wear concrete.

SUGGESTED BY ValME

SUGGESTED BY ValME

Ideal for low wear concrete.

OffSET PIPES

NOMINal DIaMETER DN75/DN100/DN125
PRESSURE 85 bar
BEND thickness: 13 mm materials: Mn cast
PIPE thickness: 4 mm
COllaRS S355
RaDIUS - DEGREES radius: 130/190/240 degrees: 10°- 90°
aVaIlaBlE lENGhTS 100÷6000 mm

NOMINal DIaMETER DN100/DN125
PRESSURE 85 bar
BEND thickness: 13 mm materials: Mn-Cr cast
PIPE thickness: 4 mm hardness: 54 hRC
COllaRS collars obtained from casting
RaDIUS - DEGREES radius: 130/190/240 degrees: 10°- 90°
aVaIlaBlE lENGhTS 100÷6000 mm

NOMINal DIaMETER DN100/DN125
PRESSURE 85 bar
INNER BEND thickness: 13 mm materials: Mn-Cr cast
INNER laYER thickness: 2,5 mm hardness: 64 hRC
OUTER laYER thickness: 2 mm
COllaRS with crome carbide bushing
RaDIUS - DEGREES radius: 130/190/240 degrees: 10°- 90°
aVaIlaBlE lENGhTS 100÷6000 mm

NOMINal DIaMETER DN100/DN125
PRESSURE 85 bar
INNER BEND thickness: 8 mm materials: chrome carbide 
INNER laYER thickness: 5 mm hardness: 67 hRC
OUTER laYER thickness: 2,7 mm
COllaRS with extended chrome carbide bushing and 
RaDIUS - DEGREES radius: 130/190/240 degrees: 10°- 90°
aVaIlaBlE lENGhTS 100÷6000 mm 

STAnDARD

TemPRATO TmP

LOnGLiFe SeRie HARD

Casting mn-cr, specific thickness, collars tempered.

Double specific thickness, inner cone in chrome carbide cast.

LOnGLiFe SeRie n Double thickness pipe, curve mn-cr, specific thickness.

Double specific thickness, inner cone in chrome carbide cast.

Manganese casting, specific thickness.

Single wall tempered pipe,curve mn-cr, specific thickness.
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THE booM8

Ideal for medium wear concrete.
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POURING BEND

NOMINal DIaMETER DN100/DN125

PRESSURE 85 bar

INNER laYER thickness: 12 mm

OUTER laYER thickness: 2,5 mm

COllaRS with crome carbide bushing

RaDIUS - DEGREES radius: 130/190/240 degrees: 90°

LOnGLiFe HARD Chrome carbide cast, specific thickness

THE booM9

Ideal for high wear concrete.

SUGGESTED BY ValME

dESIGN ANd ProductIoN 
of cuStoMIZE PIPES ANd SPEcIAL PIPES

Find the best solution, investigate and build most performant concrete pipes. 
Contact us and we will put our experience at your service to give you the best 
product for your needs.

HEAVY duTY coLLARS

cHRoME cARbIdE 
bEnd WITH 
cuSToMIZEd 
THIcknESS And RAdIuS

cHRoME cARbIdE 
buSHIng FoR 
STRAIgHT SEcTIonS
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coNtActS
For any further informations, 
please contact VALme at:

sales@valme.it
tecnico@valme.it

rEfErENcES
The standard reference for dimensional and safety parameters quoted in this document is:

According with this norm all components are tested per resist to nominal pressure with a specific safety factor:

pipes, bends, joints and accessories: SAFETY FAcToR=2
rubber end hose: SAFETY FAcToR=1,75

EN12001:2009
Conveying, spraying and placing machines for concrete and mortar – Safety Requirements

QuALItY
All the process linked to destructive and  non destrucive test are made internally, for each production batch, as per 
european norm.

tEcHNIcAL dAtA
every VALme product have a plate with product specific technical data. 
en example of identification plate is shown below:

every VALme pipe is identified trought date of production or production batch number, impressed directly on the 
identification plate or on the collar. This guaranty an immediate traceability of the product and a real-time quality 
monitoring.

CONCRETE DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS

noMInAL dIAMETER

nET WEIgHT

pART nuMbER

dATE oR pRoducTIon 
bATcH n°

MAX opERATIVE pRESSuRE

WEIgHT FuLL 
oF concRETE
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VALME srl: Via Vittorio Veneto, 2 - 23010 ROGOlO (SO) Italy
Tel. +39 0342 684248 - fax +39 0342 684467 - sales@valme.it - www.valme.it
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